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No fumes or steam formation in working area
Automatic accurate lead dosing system   
Crack and dross (oxides) free high quality ingots 
Availability of automatic skimming with robot
Availability of fully automatic stack formation with robot (anthropomorphic or cartesian type)  
Stack weighing, label printing and application
Production data reporting and recording with remote access 
Regular shape of stacks 
Preassembled and tested line

AVAILABLE CAPACITY :                 5 -10 - 15 - 20 - 30 Ton/ hour of lead (referred to soft lead) 

INGOT WEIGHT:                              25 – 45 kg each (different weight is available if requested)    

STACK COMPOSITION:               five ingots per layer and up to 5-7 layers - stack weight from 625 kg up to
                                                              1575 kg.  (other available if requested)                                     

FUNCTION

The STC Lead Ingot Casting Line (LIC) is used in the final Lead production process to transform the
molten lead into solid ingots, in proper commercial size and organized in stacks fixed with plastic
straps ready to be sold and delivered to final users. The shape and weight of final ingots is according to
Client specifications (normally 25 or 40 kg). The Lead Ingot Casting Line is suitable for all kinds of lead:
Pure soft, Ultra Soft, Antimony alloys, Calcium/Aluminum alloys, Tin/Selenium alloys and remelted
lead (unrefined).

ADVANTAGES



The Lead Ingot Casting Line is composed of an in-line horizontal chain conveyor with casting moulds
fixed on it. The chain moves through sprockets supported by roller bearings driven by a planetary
gearbox coupled with high efficiency motor equipped with variable frequency drive to adjust the
casting belt speed in accordance with the type of lead. 

The LICL is supported by a strong and robust steel frame with high rigidity so that a smooth movement
of the molds filled with lead is obtained (no “wave” formation on surface). 

The moulds are made of cast iron with special finishing processing resulting in a very smooth surface.
This facilitates the ingots discharging process and a high-quality aspect of the final ingots.

The moulds are pre-heated with dedicated burner equipped with all necessary safety devices.

The molten lead can be delivered either by gravity or pumped through heated pipes, directly into the
ingots casting machine through special lead dosing systems that fill the moulds with the correct
amount of lead.  STC casting line can be provided either “star feeders” or with “tundish feeder”.

DESCRIPTION

The moulds, from the lead dosing system to the end of the casting belt, are partially submerged into a
stainless steel tank where a continuous flow of recirculating cooling water removes the heat thus
ensuring the solidification of the lead inside the moulds. Because of the water-bed system, no
steaming vapours are released in the working area.
Before reaching the discharging point, the ingots are pneumatically marked with identification code
(batch number-alloy etc. as per client needs). At the casting belt end, the automatic discharge of the
ingots occurs thanks to the hammers which hit on the borders and on the bottom of the molds (or
alternatively through vibrating hammers). The detached ingots are guided onto an Ingot receiver chain
conveyor.
A mould emptiness detector is foreseen.



The Lead Ingot casting line is fully preassembled and tested in our workshop, it includes a local electric
panel with PLC, VFD, operator panel and all necessary safety and control system. The PLC can be
connected to any remote system and allows the system supervision, checks, calibration and software
modification via remote/internet connection.
It is pre-wired and piping is preassembled on board with flanged interconnection for an easy
plug&play solution. The LICL is equipped with service platform and access stair.

A special mechanism will rotate each ingot upside down and allow the formation of a row of five ingots
ready to be stacked (semi-automatic with electric hoist assisted clamp or fully automatic stacking
systems with anthropomorphic or cartesian robots are available).

OPTIONAL AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Ingots surface homogenization burner (honing)
Automatic ingot skim removal by robot
Automatic rejection of wrong/defective ingots
Stack receiving conveyor including stack formation, stack weighing and x number of stack holding
positions as per Client needs; 
Manual or automatic strapping system (up to 4 straps per stack);
Ingots automatic 2/3 colors marking system
Stack labelling with indication of weight, lot number, date, batch number, alloy etc.
Bar code or other identification code laser printing on each ingot
Stack doubler with a pick and place system to put one stack on another and reduce handling 
Water cooling system and circulating pumps 
Lead pumps

Depending on the Client needs, a wide number of optional features are available for STC lead Ingots
Casting Lines:


